Cazenovia College’s Annual Report of Gifts acknowledges financial gifts made by individuals and organizations during Fiscal Year 2015, from July 1, 2014, to June 30, 2015.

Donors are listed alphabetically within various categories: trustees and former trustees, alumni by class year, students, parents, friends, employees, businesses and organizations, foundations, matching gift companies and gifts-in-kind. Members of the Heritage Society are identified with the symbol +.

Donors are further classified by the following giving societies and gift levels:

**The 1824 Society**

- Founder’s Circle: $25,000 and up
- President’s Circle: $10,000 to $24,999
- Partner’s Circle: $5,000 to $9,999
- Associate’s Circle: $1,824 to $4,999
- Leadership Circle: $1,000 to $1,823

**The Builder’s Society**

- Blue & Gold Club: $500 to $999
- Spirit Club: $250 to $499
- Anniversary Club: $150 to $249
- Caz Club: Up to $149

**Disclaimer:**
While every effort has been made to list all names and giving levels accurately, we would be most grateful if any errors or omissions are brought to our attention by contacting the Development Office at 315.655.7369. Thank you.
ALUMNI

CLASS OF 1937
Caz Club
Ellen Williams Free

CLASS OF 1938
Blue & Gold Club
Robert H. Wright

CLASS OF 1940
Caz Club
C. Erwin Rice

CLASS OF 1941
Caz Club
Barbara Grime Cochem
Theodore Fibbon

CLASS OF 1942
Caz Club
Helen Lehmann Arken
Margaret Lehmann Cox

CLASS OF 1943
Caz Club
Leo C. Eiseman

CLASS OF 1945
Caz Club
Arline Camp Vivyan

ASSOCIATE'S CIRCLE
Doris Eversfield Webster+

Leadership Circle
Jane Gilbert Crooks*

Caz Club
Lucia Martin Albright
Carolyn Boyd Cady
Helen Thermo Hedden
Barbara Zimmerman Garrett
Barbara Davis Holliday
Nancy Howard Howland
Virginia Ackley Pilkey
Toni Ann Puccini Riley
Joye Yates

CLASS OF 1949
Leadership Circle
Paula Warkow Bamarger
Sally Rollins Meiweser

Anniversary Club
Carol Raymond Jennings
Beverly Kanner Lubetkin

CLASS OF 1953
Blue & Gold Club
Margaret Noy Karklin

Anniversary Club
Charlotte Fink Distel

CLASS OF 1954
Blue & Gold Club
Alice Saxson Fairbank

CLASS OF 1955
Spirit Club
Theodora Lohnes

ANNIVERSARY CLUB
Gwenyth Carricamise Conners

Caz Club
Phyllis Marks Dollar
Judith E. Donovan
Malise Fornos Hammond
Donna Brown Lacy
Carol Safford Norton
Lilyan Phansells Shepardson

TRUSTEES & FORMER TRUSTEES

President’s Circle
Albert J. Budney
Robert S. Constable+
Mary L. Cotter
Carolyn Charles Deacon ‘66
Catherine A. Gale
Margery A. Pitre+
Betsy Rosenfield Samet
James B. Webster III
Bradford G. Wheler+

Partner’s Circle
Andrew G. Church
Paul W. deLima
Marilyn Adams Lewis ‘47
Judith Rose Mattingly ‘73
Janice Schmidt Panasci ‘76
Nancy Nation Patton ‘70
Betty Ogleme Roberts ‘70
Stephanie Cotton Rudnick ‘93
Richard L. Smith, Esq.

Associate’s Circle
Roberta Lee August ‘58+
Eric M. Brown ‘97
William B. Eberhardt+Michael Elfring
Nancy LeValley Farley ‘69+
Pamela Schmidt Ellis ‘67
Margaret Walker Harris ‘67
Jeffrey H. Heath
Elaine Small Huestermayer ‘55
Steven J. Infanti, Sr.

John H. Koerner+
William F. Lucka
Marjorie_Dobin Miller ‘69
Charles B. Morgan
Elsbeth W. Morgan
Edward Priest
Christine S. Steetstra
Thomas R. Tarduglia
Doris Eversfield Webster+‘46+
Arthur W. Wentlandt
Barbara C. Wheler
Connie Whitton

Leadership Circle
Stephen D. Faumier
Scottie O’Toole ‘71
Suzan Glauser Zipp ‘58

Blue & Gold Club
Vincent C. DeBaun
Baron S. Gourley ‘92
D. John Ridings
Tom M. Salisbury

Spirit Club
Suzanne Agnew Elliott ‘48
Catherine D’Onofrio Reeves ‘69

Anniversary Club
Salome Owsley Brown ’68
Mary J. Kilian Walker ‘72
Elizer J. Wilson ‘82

Caz Club
Robert S. Constable+
Mary L. Cotter

* deceased
Cazenovia College has received GIFTS IN MEMORY OF:

Sasha Adamo
Lila Spears Beauchamp '55
Walter & Beatrice Upton Buchanan '38
Bette Brown Carpenter '48
Winifred E. Coleman
Cynthia Palmer Davis '77
Rhea Eckel
Former Classmates
Eleanor L. Howard
Barbara Jonas Johnson ’59
Elaine Hanney Romero
Joan Benjamin Rubenkovinig
Paula Slavter Ruddock
Stephanie Peacock Rydelek
Barbara Lewis Traocy
Emile Tomb Welch

Cazenovia College has received GIFTS IN HONOR OF:

55th Reunion Anniversary
DeMarcus Bernard ’15
Fallon Brannigan ’15
Joseph Celeste ’15
Kevin M. Choate ’15
Class of 1949
Winifred E. Coleman
TJ DeBernardis ’15
Emily Demarest ’15
Danielle Dettman ’15
Rachel Donovan ’15
Jillian C. Gillespie ’12
Grandma Rose
Carole Keegan
Laura Krasniqi ’15
Lori Butterfield Lasch ’85
Melissa Lovacot
Kate Natke ’15
Matthew Nestopulos ’15
Erin O’Malley ’15
Crystal Marie Pertell

Building Futures Since 1824
ALUMNI

Caz Club
Joan Carpenter Armstrong
Margaret Biella
Joan Franklin Burrows
Virginia Charles Caldwell
Gaylenie Kershaw
Andrew Gore Embow
Jill Lozowick Fried
Margo Hein
Deborah Peterson Marshall
Deborah Moore McGough
Gal Inman Prother
Karen Willmot Rhodes
Bonnie MacDonald Rowe
Evelyn Sweeney Voerman

CLASS OF 1968
Partner's Circle
Cecily Johnson Titcomb

Leadership Circle
Merrill Metzger Wiechmann

Blue & Gold Club
Diana Liddle Bennett
Sherry Cramer+
Susan Brown Wolf

Spirit Club
Helen Ahearn Schwittek

Anniversary Club
Susan Wolf

Diana Liddle Bennett

CLASS OF 1969
President's Circle
Betsy Rosenfeld Samet

Associate's Circle
Nancy LeValley Farley+
Marjorie Dabin Miller

Leadership Circle
Mary Teall Durham
Leslie Song Ramsay

Spirit Club
Liza Morton Gossett
Catherine D'Ondria Reeves

Anniversary Club
Nancy Danskin Russell

Caz Club
Barbara Brewer Ardrey
Anne Tony Ballou
Holly Bastow-Shoap
Donna Brown Bowman
Janice Clarke
Laurel Clute
Karen O'Neil Engrat
Emily Ettinger
Mary Carlin Fowcett
Gia Caioia Forman
Anne Gold Gleason
Marquis Hughes
Linda Hoffman Janik
Susan Losak Lampant
Linda Marowitz
Carol Edds Massey
Bennie Waggoner Morel
Carol Noonan Quimlin
Susan Braidwood Rademacher
Nancy Sager
Laurie Fessett Savage
Hedy Schiff
Nancy Boyd Stephenson
Celine Lonang Turchetti

CLASS OF 1970
Partner's Circle
Nancy Nation Paton
Betty Oglethorpe

Associate's Circle
Margot Cheney Jacoby

Blue & Gold Club
Adrienne Strong Loweth

Spirit Club
Sharon Bradley Spencer
Barbara Stoller

Caz Club
Norma Pomeroy Abbott
Rosemary Vollrath Altamuro
Ann Howland Bolton
Susan Bleeker Freyberg
Jacqueline May
Colleen Cathleen Mummert
Jill McMinneme Nelson
Lee Marie Piedmonte
Cathy Kelley Robinson
Rosanne Sandler
Donna MacDonald Salberg
Josephine Putina Woodruff

CLASS OF 1971
Associate's Circle
Lindy Enghart Steinbrecker

Leadership Circle
Scottie O'Toole

Spirit Club
Janet Willingham Enders
Sheila Smith Marsh

Anniversary Club
Robin Finch Burglingame
Pamela Vogli Compson
Cynthia Clifford Schneebaehr

Caz Club
Jo Schlect Allsopp
Linda Dollittle Bliss
Joan Clements
Diane Cohen
Beverly Uphouse Cunningham
Susanne Terry Menia
Sharon Gillick Sands
Janice Cook Schlapp
Ellen Fischoff Shapiro
Susan Vogelbocker Werner
Mang Lena Weaver

CLASS OF 1972
Blue & Gold Club
Wendy Dibble Smith

Spirit Club
Merry Kaune Mungo

Anniversary Club
Mary Killian Walker

Caz Club
Rosemary Angarano
Elizabeth Van Dyck Beaton
Marion Brewer
Linda Campbell Hessian
Gay Marglin
Sandra Colquhoun Meskill
Mary Jane Gos Morsa
Susan Barber Penengast
Amy Lauterbach Pokany
Paule Friske Stanton
Margaret Supplee
Mary Pfaner Tiefen

CLASS OF 1973
Partner's Circle
Judith Rose Nutting
Deborah Blount Smith

Spirit Club
Veronica Pizarz Gouboud

Anniversary Club
Penelope Sullivan Hush

Caz Club
Cheryl Benend
Sandra Hannah Comstock
Catherine Carr Cargol
Inaou Duff Davey
Deborah Schiedel Holmes
Leslie Keers
Bennie Masi
Gail Omranee
Gail Pawell
Karim Vardenmark Prince
Hope Horning Veenstra
Jean Petitt Wilkinsen
Ellen Whetham Wilmarth

CLASS OF 1974
Founder's Circle
Susan August Eastwood

Spirit Club
Lynn Yeager McLean

Caz Club
Priscilla Smith Davis
Teresas Ayers Kramer
Nancy Clough Luce
Leslie Empsall Rapan
Suzyne Schwarm
Susan Shiff/Kempka
Sandra Wittmer Stewart
Jane Liebman Sullivan
Sara Wall-Balling

CLASS OF 1975
Associate's Circle
Paule Stoc Fenger
Maureen Sullivan Tanetti

Spirit Club
Anonymous
Heather Bewick Dwight
Debra Wood Nadler

Anniversary Club
Lorele Appel Gormley
Deltene Price Pulliken
Phyliss Simon
Melissa Stevens Thompson

Caz Club
Lisa Hamlin Bartsch
Claudia MacNeill Caretti
Nancy Church
Judy Vantertige Callig
Patricia Chambers Ellis
Martha Herztorg Fullham
Christine Schafer Murray
Cynthia David Patterson
Carol Rubenstein Scoza
Yvonne Cloutier Van Genderen

CLASS OF 1976
Partner's Circle
Janice Schmidt Panisci

Blue & Gold Club
Betsy Yeager Dawson

Anniversary Club
Mylae Bunney Aldrich

Caz Club
Kitty Graham Hollander
Kathryn Linderbery Holly

Jennifer Holt Marsch
Ellen Dye Munger
Cheryl Armstrong Murphy
Kim Egly Najera
Tracy Neiman
Rosemary Connors O'Shei
Mary Hoffman Personius
Victoria Scott Putney
Natalie Roseboom Rhee
Lissa Ross

CLASS OF 1977
President's Circle
Patricia Rickett Cherstakas

Spirit Club
Cathrine Hughes Andersen

Caz Club
Julia Camay
Michele Donnell Romano
Mary Alice Jackson Westerlund

CLASS OF 1978
Spirit Club
Kathleen Masterton

Caz Club
Jean-Marie Lucy Aggar
Julie Reed Bowden
Amanda Bury
Mary Salomon Campbell
Claire Jackson Cox
Pamela Ellicott Deja
Mary Kable Durocher
Jayne Peterson Ferguson
Lori Davies Fischer
Barbara Mall Godhick
Christine Rand Gottfried
Cynthia Marquis
Jeaninne Bassi O'Donnell
Beth Coleman Shapiro

CLASS OF 1979
Anniversary Club
Karen Larnovassy Ross
Linda Skylly Weber

Caz Club
Joanne O'Neil Darnell
Patricia Palmer Campbell
Janice Rower D'Amato
Denise Howe Walker

CLASS OF 1980
Anniversary Club
Teresa LoPiccoro Crooke

Caz Club
Barbara Lepkowski Carley
Suzanne Robarge Desimone
Vicki Hassett
Katherine Guske Jones
Wendi Schug
Linda Tosta
Raquel Moore Trice
Pamela Turner

CLASS OF 1981
Associate's Circle
Christine McMorris Mandel

Spirit Club
Kim Gallup Ladd

Caz Club
Kelle Lanz Higbers
Tanya Ashley Kazmaff
Bretchen Kessel
Kimberly Hoyle Kahler
Margaret Williams Michaels
Robin Sebeer Myers
Karen Tranter

CLASS OF 1982
Associate's Circle
Christine McMorris Mandel

Spirit Club
Kim Gallup Ladd

Caz Club
Kelle Lanz Higbers
Tanya Ashley Kazmaff
Bretchen Kessel
Kimberly Hoyle Kahler
Margaret Williams Michaels
Robin Sebeer Myers
Karen Tranter

CLASS OF 1983
Caz Club
Wendy Joaquish Ball
Lynne Hemmes Browne
Julie Close Cross
Lora Lablundo Davis
Johanne Iocca Howe
Donna Mason Kaczynski
Beverly Smith Kelly
Robin Paine Nistock
Tamarak Tasca Widick
Ann Meiringer Wilson

CLASS OF 1984
Blue & Gold Club
Sara Canfield Liddelley

Spirit Club
Laura Colrick Kibby

Caz Club
Darcy Black
Jean Rosato Chase
Karen Christiner Hogan
Tammy Jones Jones
Amy Metcalf Pizoli
Jacqueline McDonald Spranz
Heather Williams

CLASS OF 1985
Associate's Circle
William Heitz
Andrea Rose Wolf

Spirit Club
Lori Butterfield Lasch
2015 ALUMNI REUNION

CLASS OF 2006
Leadership Circle
Joni Koegel
Anniversary Club
Brendt Johnson
Caz Club
Heidi Burrows
Daniel Riodan
Elijah Ryan
Jessica Garver Somers
Michelle Tysco
Karen Uthus
Derek Zehr

CLASS OF 2007
Spirit Club
Kaleb Wilson
Anniversary Club
Jessica Hanley Johnson
Caz Club
Meghan Dauler
Sarah Davison
Lisa Folsom
Sarah Kraeger Metott
Mansi Millan
Alex Simon
Michael Smith
Jennifer Buonono Sweet

CLASS OF 2008
Blue & Gold Club
Kate Lincoln
Kristopher Strough
Anniversary Club
Sara Manello
Caz Club
Lisa Austin
James Baker
Shannon Haskins Covill
Fallon Stagni-Russo

CLASS OF 2009
Leadership Circle
Vicky Sokolowski
Blue & Gold Club
Cory T. Schad
Kristy Jensen Strough
Anniversary Club
Jonathan Rodak
Sara Tanner-Mastellar
Caz Club
Peter Adriaansen
Asia Armstrong
Candice Docherty
Christopher Harrington
Joseph Hennan
Courtney Stewart
Katie Phillips Wicick

CLASS OF 2010
Spirit Club
Amanda Szymanski Wilson
Caz Club
Kyle Boettz
Elizabeth Christofaro
Jessica Hurley DeCamillo
Christine Nichols
Kari O’Mara
Joseph Pallone
Felicia Racker
Kathryn Sopka
Stephen Simone
Amanda Thomas
Deanna Frink
Dustin Gonzalez
Rachel Herman
Hilary Hext
Brittany Hill
Taylor Kubber
Megan McDermott
David McDonald
Amy Olin
Chelsea O’Reilly
Soni Pank
Matthew Phillips
Kayla Pisciotta
Kate Pospoloski
Alicia Priest
Elli Russell
Jennifer St. Amant
Kasey Sikorsky
Courtney Wallach
Christine Ward
Elizabeth Wardley

CLASS OF 2011
Associate’s Circle
Phillip Sheehan
Anniversary Club
Amanda Taranto
Caz Club
Rachael Bowman
Samantha Brooks
Brittnie Chidsey
Marlo Colletto
Donald Crossman
Alexandra Astros Galvez
Shantell Irvin
Matt Lacy
Melissa Lare
Joshua Lipke
Michael MacHugh
William Main
Blair Winer Posson
Wesley Posson
Katherine Stringer
Allison Warejko
Brittany Westcott

CLASS OF 2012
Spirit Club
Ashlea Osborne
Caz Club
Darrell Buckingham
Andrew Clark
Laura Duchette
Zachary Gerald
Karo Handerhan
Alex Iannicello
Anna MacLellan
Elizabeth Martin
Kimberly Norton
Kacy Smith
Emily Watts
Charlotte Whitney

CLASS OF 2013
Caz Club
Colleen Ahern
Ashley Bancroft
Kory Besaw
Alysia Coffey
Ashley Dyer
Amy Lou Evans
Hannah Friedman

2014-15 GRANT AWARDS

Cazenovia College received grant support in Fiscal Year 2014-15 for the following student assistance programs, administered by the Center for Teaching and Learning:

$358,400 for HEOP - New York State Higher Education Opportunity Program

$294,495 for SSSP - Project REACH - U. S. Department of Education, Title IV, Student Supportive Services

2015 REUNION CLASS GIFT & PARTICIPATION AWARDS

Congratulations to the Class of 1954 with the highest gift participation rate of 20%.

Congratulations to the Class of 1955 who captured the highest class participation rate of 12.2%, and the highest reunion class amount by raising over $10,000 in honor of their 50th Reunion.

For all class years, congratulations and thank you to the Class of 1969 for raising over $40,000 this year!
### CLASS OF 2015

**Cupola Restoration Project**

- Anna Lisa Altenau
- Elman Aquino
- Heather E. Ballantyne
- Eugene D. Barber
- Samantha J. Barnes
- Kelsey Barrett
- De'Marcus V. Bernard
- Hannah Bethel
- Fallon Brannigan
- Courtney P. Brimmer
- Jacob T. Bryant
- Britanny A. Burchill
- John J. Butlak
- Morgan Camman
- Victoria Casey
- Joseph D. Celeste
- Paige Clark
- Rachael L. Clark
- Kortney Conley
- Daniel Cunningham
- Jasmine M. Daniel
- Olivia M. Darou
- Rachel E. Donovan
- Natania Diamond
- Thomas J. DeBernardis
- Anneliese R. Aliasso
- Project Cupola Restoration

### STUDENT GIVING

- Brianna M. Kessler
- Dorian G. Kemp
- Michaela M. Hughes-Singleton
- Tabitha L. Holdeen
- Michelle E. Gorry
- Kacy L. Gardiner
- Stephanie L. Fuchs
- Kerstin E. Franklin
- Molly Diaz
- Sierra C. Detrick
- Brandon Cummings
- Sarah E. Clark
- Angelica M. Clark
- Conor P. Cahalan
- Kelly A. Breitung
- Heather M. Branigan
- John R. Bowers
- Paige C. Altman
- Quad Lighting Project

### CLASS OF 2016

**Cupola Restoration Project**

- Erin T. O’Malley
- Elizabeth A. Oroz
- Crystal M. Portier
- Rosemary J. Petersen
- Alex S. Pfnister
- Katie L. Powers
- Donald Reed
- Chelsea M. Rastbieszewski
- Patricia L. Reese
- Paul W. Roberts
- Alexander J. Rudlak
- Alexandra Santiago
- Andrew D. Schullz
- Kyle A. Severance
- Sonja Skolabki
- Alicia L. Soluri
- Alexandra Spelman
- Kirsten L. Staley
- Jocelyn T. Toderb
- Brianna A. Turner
- Lucas J. Vulte
- Cassie L. White
- Britanny E. Whitehouse
- Jenna K. Widler
- Kailo Wilkinson
- Christopher Williams
- Taylor Wolch
- Haley E. Zambito

### CLASS OF 2017

**Class Bench Project**

- Nicholas H. Adams
- Shannon K. Ames
- Steven C. Bailey
- Alicia A. Barnes
- Alexandra J. Belton
- Brooke N. Belgund
- Samantha M. Bogart
- Madalyn F. Brand
- Allison D. Buono
- Britanny N. Cain
- Sabrina L. Clark
- Tyler J. Cram
- Samantha Crousse
- Britanny M. Cummings
- Sarah E. Curry
- Casey J. Dailey
- Tyne V. Emery
- Taylor A. Enck
- Emily E. Esty
- Rebecca L. Fetherston
- Hannah M. Fitzgerald
- Katherine E. Faxon
- Kathleen M. Gaffga
- Jillian E. Gorman
- Eric C. Hanover
- Alyssa M. Heath
- Kyley N. Hummel
- Mallory R. Humphrey
- James W. Hunt
- Louis J. Ingram
- Anthony R. Joyce
- Rachel L. Kibby
- Brandon E. Lee
- Tiffany K. Longcore
- Alico M. Madonia
- Samantha M. Mura
- Brandon J. Marxan

### CLASS OF 2018

**Cupola Restoration Project**

- Emily S. Lauzon
- Casey Mcclaren
- Juliana E. Martinez
- Katelyn Morehouse
- Ashley A. Morgan
- Jessica C. Muller
- Alexandra C. Nordman
- Sara Petersen
- Megan L. Pettit
- Devina J. Purcell
- Gregory J. Rizzo
- Kelsey L. Roth
- Conor R. Scholfield
- Matthew T. Sheridan
- Samantha L. Simplesnderfer
- Taylor L. Springer
- Megan R. Stratton
- Ashley K. Thayer
- Rhimia A. Thomas
- Marie L. VanDenbrugh
- Mackenzie A. Van Slyke
- Emily M. Venuti
- Victoria S. Viney
- Cara M. Wheeler

### PROJECTS:

- **Cupola Restoration Project**
  - Rebecca Nowakowski
  - Matthew J. Nestopoulos
  - Jennifer L. Nenoff
  - Kathleen Natke
  - Ryan M. Mollura
  - Sara M. Martone
  - Angela M. Martini
  - Kimberly J. Marshall
  - Alvaro R. Llanes
  - Kelli Laskowski
  - Katherine R. Kugelman
  - Jonathan M. Knickerbocker
  - Carly Kaczynski
  - Christopher A. Jubinsky
  - Jason Jenney
  - Nicoletta R. Iacone
  - Kelsey M. Hill
  - Juliann N. Heigel
  - Elizabeth B. Harten
  - Ryan E. Hanehan
  - Courtney Fennell
  - Dean R. Engle
  - Travis G. Duffy
  - Rachel E. Donovan
  - Natania Diamond
  - Thomas J. DeBernardis
  - Anneliese R. Aliasso
  - Project Cupola Restoration

### CLASS AGENTS:

- Edith Rich Etinger ‘39
- C. Irwin Rice ‘40
- Theodore Fison ‘41
- Jeanne Moore Cords ‘42
- Charlotte Knissman ‘43+
- Louise Lathrop Estes ‘45
- Arlene Camp Vivian ‘45
- Davis Everfield Webster ‘46+
- Jean Contraditt Whalen ‘46
- Marilyn Adams Lewis ‘47
- Sally Rollins Mannweiser ‘49
- Mary Course Larkin ‘51
- Joan Walsh Brandt ‘52
- Jeannine Haste Lark ‘53
- BarbaraFourand Schwartz ‘54
- Patricia Conner Phifer ‘55
- Lilyan Pharsses
- Sheilde Eltinger ‘58
- Linda Roller Huber ‘58
- Judith Bland Clarke ‘59
- Mary Burton Thompson ‘59
- Carol White Deen ‘60
- Gloria Grossi Albrandt ‘61+
- Virginia Owen Philipp ‘61
- Cara Fonzo Til ‘61
- Margaret Burgham ‘62+
- Helen Canaway ‘62
- Bonnie Cooke ‘63
- Maria Hoffman Machemer ‘64
- Carol Coleriffe Stanner ‘64
- Barrie Foote Newman ‘65
- Sarah Lehmann Skladas ‘65
- Jo Ann Gifford Burns ‘68
- Laurel Clee ‘69
- Sally Lyman Wessel ‘69
- Margaret Chesney Jacobs ‘70
- Beverly Uphouse
- Cunningham ‘71
- Scottie O’Boyle ‘71
- Mary Kilien Walker ‘72
- Veronica Piraz Goubach ‘73
- Jane Wright Spohn ‘74

- Darlene Price Pulkinen ‘75
- Lorie Niznick Radd ‘76
- Derica Hainstock ‘81
- Linda Testa ‘81
- Kim Gallup Ladd ‘82
- Mary O’Conner Wisner ‘82
- Wendy Jaquish Ball ‘83
- Deborah Noll Yacucci ‘83
- Lauren Collicl Kibby ‘84
- Shelley Bollick ‘85+
- Andrea Masello Jung ‘86
- Jonathan Arrindell ‘87
- Crystal Wright Farrell ‘88
- Raquel Aponte ‘89
- Brian Gallagher ‘89
- Michelle Marks-Hook ‘90
- Christine Gruer Durant ‘91
- Dacia Banks ‘94
- Allison Bussch Benedict ‘95
- Partio Kesee ‘96
- Michael Robotti ‘99
- Monica Everett ‘99
- Pete Way ‘03
- Renee Banks ‘04
- Megan Cowan Bushneck ‘05
- Christopher Comino ‘05
- Kabeh Wilson ‘07
- Kate Lincoln ‘08
- Courtney Stewart ‘09
- Kyle Beatty ‘10
- Amanda Szymarski Wilson ‘10
- Blair Wither ‘11
- Phillip Sheehan ‘11
- Kimberly Nerton ‘12
- Hilary Nett ‘13
- Van Schooten ‘13
- Christine Ward ‘13
- Taylor MacFarland ‘14
- Steven Osborn ‘14
- Alyssa Pagliai ‘14
- Samantha Barnes ‘15
- Thomas DeBernardis ‘15
The following alumni and friends have thoughtfully included Cazenovia College in their estate plans through a planned gift or bequest.

Anonymous
Gloria Grosso Albright ’61
Roberta Lee August ’58
Susan A. Berger
Michael Bower
Penelope Bemhoger Baust ’66
Shelley Bullock ’85
Robert S. Constable
Sherry Craner ’68
Sandra Snicklin Donohue ’62
William B. Eberhardt
Nancy LeValley Forley ’69
Cynthia Beal Guiles ’55
Linda A. Witherill
Doris Eversfield Webster ’46
Christopher C. Warren
Richard L. Smith
Anne T. Smith
Dolores Bush Scuderi ’57
Margery A. Pinet
Marion Lewis Merrill ’48
Charlotte Kniskern ’43
John & Polly Koerner
Marian Lewis Merrill ’48
Margery A. Pinet
Dolores Bush Scuderi ’57
Annette Smith
Richard L. Smith
James H. St. Clair
Deana Boone Stinger ’64
Christopher C. Warren
Doris Eversfield Webster ’46
Bradford G. Wheeler
Justin Whiting
Elinor J. Wilson ’52
Linda A. Witherill

If you have remembered Cazenovia College in your estate plans, please let us know so we may acknowledge your thoughtfulness. All who have designated Cazenovia College in this manner and notified the Institutional Advancement Office become members of The Heritage Society.

20 YEARS PLUS

Susan A. Berger+
Mr. & Mrs. Robert S. Constable+
Lucinda Bangs Cooper ’52
Elma Walton Doct ’55
Helen Thermo Feldebus ’49
Catherine A. Gale
Susan Lessac Lamont ’69
Marlyn Adams Lewis 47
Christina McCoons Mannell ’82
Richard+ & Marian Lewis Merrill ’48+
Charles B. & Elizabeth W. Morgan
A. Lindsey & Olive B. O’Connor Foundation Inc.
Scofield O’Toole ’71
Margery A. Pinet+
Joyce Roberts Platt ’52
Nancy Danskul Russell ’69
Susan Sheiff-Kempf ’74
Vedder Foundation c/o
Bucknell University
Patricia Zurcher Voss ’59
Doris Eversfield Webster ’46+
Jim & Karlene Webster
Barbara C. Wheeler
Elinor Wilson ’52+

10 TO 19 YEARS

Anonymous
Barclay Damon, LLP
Joan Barrett ’59
Luis Blume ’68
Virginia Peterson Bouke ’55
Margaret Lynch Boyce ’68
June Savits Rings ’68
Joan S. & Paul Brooks
Jonna M. & Eric M. Brown ’97
Marjorie Williams Ruley ’68
Albert J. & Rev. Karen V. Budney
Jo Buffeto
Karim Bamp & Timothy Williams

BELL RINGERS

Like the echoes of our historic 1824 bell, annual gifts from alumni and friends touch every corner of campus, strengthening our foundation and supporting Cazenovia’s goal to provide a great experience for our students.

Cazenovia’s Bell Ringers have made gifts for three or more consecutive fiscal years through June 30, 2015. To see the entire list, please visit our website at www.cazenovia.edu.

If you have remembered Cazenovia College in your estate plans, please let us know so we may acknowledge your thoughtfulness. All who have designated Cazenovia College in this manner and notified the Institutional Advancement Office become members of The Heritage Society.

Anonymous
Robert W. & Margaret Wentorf
Bradford G. Wheeler+,
Shari S. Whitaker

20 YEARS PLUS

Susan A. Berger+
Mr. & Mrs. Robert S. Constable+
Lucinda Bangs Cooper ’52
Elma Walton Doct ’55
Helen Thermo Feldebus ’49
Catherine A. Gale
Susan Lessac Lamont ’69
Marlyn Adams Lewis 47
Christina McCoons Mannell ’82
Richard+ & Marian Lewis Merrill ’48+
Charles B. & Elizabeth W. Morgan
A. Lindsey & Olive B. O’Connor Foundation Inc.
Scofield O’Toole ’71
Margery A. Pinet+
Joyce Roberts Platt ’52
Nancy Danskul Russell ’69
Susan Sheiff-Kempf ’74
Vedder Foundation c/o
Bucknell University
Patricia Zurcher Voss ’59
Doris Eversfield Webster ’46+
Jim & Karlene Webster
Barbara C. Wheeler
Elinor Wilson ’52+

10 TO 19 YEARS

Anonymous
Barclay Damon, LLP
Joan Barrett ’59
Luis Blume ’68
Virginia Peterson Bouke ’55
Margaret Lynch Boyce ’68
June Savits Rings ’68
Joan S. & Paul Brooks
Jonna M. & Eric M. Brown ’97
Marjorie Williams Ruley ’68
Albert J. & Rev. Karen V. Budney
Jo Buffeto
Karim Bamp & Timothy Williams

BELL RINGERS

Like the echoes of our historic 1824 bell, annual gifts from alumni and friends touch every corner of campus, strengthening our foundation and supporting Cazenovia’s goal to provide a great experience for our students.

Cazenovia’s Bell Ringers have made gifts for three or more consecutive fiscal years through June 30, 2015. To see the entire list, please visit our website at www.cazenovia.edu.

If you have remembered Cazenovia College in your estate plans, please let us know so we may acknowledge your thoughtfulness. All who have designated Cazenovia College in this manner and notified the Institutional Advancement Office become members of The Heritage Society.
The 1824 Society was created by the Cazenovia College Board of Trustees to encourage leadership giving that helps to advance curriculum offerings, diversify campus life and create partnerships between the College and the community. Cazenovia College is proud to acknowledge the support and commitment of caring alumni and friends whose generosity enhances our students’ educational experience.

Gratitude from the entire College community is extended to the members of The 1824 Society for their leadership commitment to Cazenovia College. The listing below indicates gifts and pledges made through June 30, 2015.

For more information about The 1824 Society, please contact the Cazenovia College Development Office at 315.655.7369 or visit www.cazenovia.edu/1824society.
PARENTS

President's Circle
John & Jackie Ramus

Associate's Circle
Douglas L. & Margot Cheney Jacoby '70
Marc & Mary Beth MacClure Ed & Mag Priest
Patti Shalton

Leadership Circle
Jeffrey & Matthew Clark
John & Anne Endries Robert & Rita Saidel Helen & Robert Stoy

Blue & Gold Club
Jeffrey & Karen Bailey John DiCaro & Paula LaManna
Gennie Stoudmire

Spirit Club
Anthony M. Coca & Kim Gallup Ladd '82
Carl & Danielle Demarest Darin & Nicole Eck
Tami & Michael Pfister Carl & Sharon Bradley Spencer '70
Timothy & Karin Williams

Anniversary Club
Joseph Adamo
Arcelia Alonso
Matthew & Christine Kimball Barnes '87
Anthony & Geraldine Basavio Andrea & John Belton
Frank & Beth Brewer
Leon & Mary Ann DeBernardis Jeffrey & Tracy Delaware
Patrick & Margaret Gillespie Martin & Elizabeth Griffin
Charles & Wendy Harrington Holly & Ed Richards
Alan & Deborah Simons
Kerry & Lisa Stoefer Linda Tagliamonte
Michael & Jacqueline Venuti Jami Wilson

Caz Club
Joseph & Stacey Alissos
Eugen Ankro & Linda Koplmoe Gall & Paul Ashmore
Mark & Karin Austin Wayne & Romano Bailey Philip & Marie Barnes Todd & Kendie Bass
Alan & Karen Bennett David & Kimberly Berman Gerald & Rutha Bernard
Steven & Marian Biek Paulo Bishop Darty Black '84
Matthew & Lisa Bogert Anthony & Sharon Bonocors
A. William & Linda Brannigan Joseph & Lisa Bressett
Timothy & Amy Brimmer Joan & Leyn Burrows Robert & Joanne Calahan Bernard & Joyce Cahill
Kelli Calkins
Stephen & Tina Callohan Kenny & Robert Case
Barbara Celeste
Bruce & Stephanie Chambers Frederick & Constance Clark Roy & Katherine Clark Joseph & Toni Collins
Jeffrey & Valerie Connor
Duane & Nancy Cousins Michael & Michelle Cramer
Jodi Crank
Daniel & Lorraine Crazier Jeffrey & Anita Cummings
Mary Curtis
Linda & Richard David John DeTita
James & Gail Dettmann Silvio Di Carlo
David & Lisa Dietz
Daniel & Kathryn Donovan Darcie Doward
Lisa Doucette Michael Doucette
James & Ellen Duffy
Gary & Constance Eastman Laura & Robert Eaton
Kathleen Esty
Scott & Crystal Wright Farrell '88
Carol & Kevin Fetherston Alan & Patricia Finch
Barry & Barbara Fitzgerald Wendy Foster
Geoffrey & Denise French
Jack & Carol Frost
Steve & Sherrin Fuchs
Nancy Fuller
Nancy Gaines
Kevin & Annette Gees Jennifer & Richard Glode
Steven Goddard
Beth Graf
Timothy & Beth Greenwood
Kenneth & Patricia Hawk
Gary Heath
Dennis & Pamela Helfmann
Ronald Henkel
Carole & Bob Henry
Thomas Herber
Jennifer & Dale Hill
Kevin Hodne
David & Jennifer Hudson
Monica & David Humphrey Louis & Jacqueline Ingrassia
Jacqueline Irvin
Cynthia Johnson
Phelicia Jones
Stephan & Kim Jewerich
Mike & Fran Keegan
William & Judith Kehlenbeck
Cheryl Konyan
Daniel & Margaret Knickbacker
Robert & Paula Kolar
Gregory & Jean Kopp
Stacie Kuettel
Larry & Patricia Lavocat
Ronald & Lynn Livecchi
Christine Liviapiu
Jan & Paula Longiare
William Lopez
Laura MacEllan
Paul & Kelly Mantland
Sandra Markowski
Timothy & Jamie Maxson
Scott & Julia McNair
Eileen Merritt
William & Lisa Miccio
Mary Mills
Tern Mitchell
Kathryn Mulhau
Michael Mulhau
Scott Muller
Dawn Nash
Marling Natke
Rimmon & Cindy Neshovayt
Frank & Chris Neslie
Ilke & Marry Nestopoulos
Sally Neuhauser
Stephen Nicolle
Lotar & Christine Nordman
Thomas & Jean O’Malley
George & Debra Orszes
Manuel & Karen Page
Jill Parker
Diane Pertel
Mitchell & Carolyn Peters
Dan & Sharon Petrella
Tina & Richard Phillips
Daniel & Stephanie Race
Elizabeth Ricci
Catherine Riverburgh
Mark & Laurie Rizzo
Felicia Rodriguez
Deborah Rogers
Nelson Rudak
Tina & Jay Russell
William & Joan Sandicap
Lawrence School
George & Mary Schmidt
James & Denise Schmidt
Theresa Schron
Brenda & Joe Seider
Steven & Robin Senden
Iline Severance
Richard & Catherine Simon
Richard Singleton
Jean Sippel
John Skalecki
Kara Sleeth Florence Smith
Suzanne & Patrick Smith

GIFTS IN KIND

Lisa M. Baker
Joan S. Brooks
Kristin E. Burgers ‘07
Richard Cherry
Jeanne Moore Cords ‘42
Hal Greene
Jessica Stanley Johnson ‘07
Joanne Jones
Barbara E. Lindberg
Tops Markets
Tiffany Vorbara
Amanda Szymanski Wilson ‘10
Kaleb Wilson ‘07
Ruth Youngs

MATCHING GIFT COMPANIES

Axton Foundation
Bank of America
The Boeing Company
Bristol-Meyers Squibb
Endurance Services Limited
ExxonMobil Foundation
GE Foundation
GlaxoSmithKline Foundation
J.M. Huber Corporation
IBM Corporation
Kennametal Foundation
McGy/S/Bloomingsdale’s
Taco Foundation
Tyco Electronics
United Technologies
Verizon Foundation
Zumasys
ENDOWED FUNDS & SCHOLARSHIPS

175th Anniversary Scholarship  
Richard & Marilyn Alberding Scholarship  
Alpha Chi Scholarship  
Col. Warren Lee Amentmort (USMC Ret.) Scholarship  
Diana Anderson Scholarship  
Akerl Hall Foundation Scholarship  
Kathleen Bice Scholarship  
Broo Lisch Inn Scholarship  
Jim G. Breck, Jr. McQuaid Jesuit Scholarship  
Eric & Joanna Brown Scholarship  
Albert J. & Karen V. Budney Scholarship  
Marc E. Cadetar Scholarship  
Cazenovia Business & Professional Scholarship  
Cazenovia College Alumni Scholarship  
Cazenovia College Auxiliary Scholarship  
Cazenovia College Faculty Scholarship  
Cazenovia College Faculty Scholarship for the Most Improved Student  
Cazenovia Community Scholarship  
Bess Chapman Memorial Award  
Richard, Margaret & Ann Clark Scholarship  
Class of 1946 Scholarship  
Class of 1947 Scholarship  
Class of 1948 Scholarship  
Class of 1949 Scholarship  
Class of 1952 Scholarship  
Class of 1953 Scholarship  
Class of 1958 Scholarship  
Class of 1959 Scholarship  
Class of 1962 Scholarship  
Class of 1964 Scholarship  
Class of 1967 Scholarship  
Class of 1968 Scholarship  
Class of 1969 Scholarship  
Class of 1970 Scholarship  
Class of 1972 Scholarship  
Class of 1973 Scholarship  
Class of 1976 Scholarship  
Winifred E. Coleman Scholarship  
Robert S. & Barbara Constable Scholarship  
Russell E. Casner Award  
Dolly Lewis Craig Scholarship  
Hollie Davison ’58 Scholarship  
Joan Watjen Dorflinger Memorial Scholarship  
Harwan K. Dosanjh Scholarship for Chemistry/Calculus  
Lee T. Eagan, Former Trustee Scholarship  
Emerson Scholarship  
Nancy LeValley Farley Scholarship  
Former Trustees Scholarship  
Liz Lorton Gossett Scholarship  
Mary Rose Greene Scholarship  
Cynthia Beal Guiles Scholarship  
Catherine McFarland Hamberger ’68 Scholarship  
Neil F. & Beverly Orton Harden Scholarship  
Sue Sproat Hart Scholarship  
Richard H. Hawkins Scholarship  
Haylor, Freyer & Co., Inc., Scholarship  
Jepson Educational Trusts Scholarship  
John H. & Polly Koenner Scholarship  
Stephanie Leeds All College Honors Program Award  
LetterGraphics Scholarship in Advertising and Design  
Pamela Rosenfield Levin ’65 Scholarship  
Robert & Marjorie Brown McKenna Scholarship  
Lewis-Merrill Scholarship  
Marion Fontana Metzler Scholarship  
Margie Dobin Miller ’69 Scholarship  
Karin K. Mitchell Scholarship  
Elizabeth W. & Charles B. Morgan Scholarship in Interior Design  
Dr. John S. & Emil Morris Scholarship  
Hartwell P. & Nancy G. Morse Scholarship  
Michael M. Murinsky, Ph.D. Scholarship  
New Jersey Alumni Scholarship  
Azam Nirmoomad-Rad Scholarship  
L. Richard & Mary Piot Oliker Scholarship  
Oneida Savings Bank Scholarship  
Martha Papworth O’Neill Class of 2000 Memorial Scholarship  
Jane Aylen O’Neill Scholarship  
Janice Schmidt Panacci Scholarship  
Nancy Newton Patton Scholarship  
Majorie & Paul Petreikis Scholarship  
Pizzonia Family Scholarship  
Margery A. Pinet Fund for Faculty & Staff Enrichment  
Margery A. Pinet Scholarship  
Leslie Song Ramsey Scholarship  
Lynn Reynolds ’04 Education Scholarship  
Ritter Interior Design Founder Scholarship  
Rochester Alumni Chapter Scholarship  
Donald Roy Memorial Scholarship  
Jill Hebl St. Clair ’62 Endowed Chair in Accounting & Finance  
Jill Hebl St. Clair Scholarship  
Tonia M. & Robert B. Salisbury Scholarship  
David, Marc, & Jonathan Schneeweiss Scholarship  
Paul J. Schupf Endowed Chair in History & Humanities  
Barbara Sayford Sedam Scholarship  
Katharine & Charles Sigety Award  
Richard L. & Anna T. Smith Scholarship for Excellence in History  
Margaret Stafford Scholarship  
Washburn Distinguished Lecture Series Fund  
Joy & Martha Watson Scholarship  
Lisa A. Watson Scholarship  
Robert C. Webster Memorial Scholarship  
Caryn Levinson Weiss Scholarship  
Dolly Weiss Scholarship  
Mark W. & Beulah M. Welch Scholarship  
Barbara C. Wheler Scholarship  
Dorothea A. & Jerome M. Wilson Scholarship  
Les & Jane Yury Scholarship  

NAMED TERM SCHOLARSHIPS

The Honorable Catherine M. Bartlett ’80 Scholarship  
Claua Clark ’76 Scholarship  
Betty Davis ’60 Scholarship  
Elliot Scholarship  
Stewart F. Hancock, Jr. Memorial Scholarship  
MacClaren Family Scholarship  
Sally Rolls Meinwester ’49 Scholarship  
Patricia Roundtree Melvin ’61 Scholarship  
Purvis Family Scholarship  
Project REACH Scholarship  
Saidel Family Scholarship  
Ellen Sporo Schotzau ’67 Scholarship  
Charlie & Sarah Lehmann Skubes ’66 Liberal Studies Scholarship  
Gretchen Van Wart Funky ’66 Scholarship  
Merrill Metzger Wiechmann ’58 Scholarship  

ADDITIONAL NAMED SCHOLARSHIPS

Catherine Cummings Scholarship  
Noonan Dean’s List Scholarship  
A. Lindsay & Olive B. O’Connor Foundation Scholarship  
Leland Stanford Scholarship  

FOUNDATIONS

Founder’s Circle  
The Gorman Foundation  
Green Family Foundation, Inc.  
The Hearst Foundations  
Jepson Educational Trusts  
The Dorothy & Marshall M. Reisman Foundation  
Jephson Educational Trusts  
The Hearst Foundations  
The Green Family Foundation, Inc.  
The Gorman Foundation  
The Jepson Educational Trusts  
The Dorothy & Marshall M. Reisman Foundation  

President’s Circle  
The Baker Foundation  
The Community Foundation of Herkimer & Oneida Counties  
The United Way of Greater Rochester  

Leadership Circle  
Ayco Charitable Foundation  
Herbert S. & Eleanor L. Howard Charitable Fund  
Witherell Fund  

Blue & Gold Club  
The Community Foundation of Herkimer & Oneida Counties  
Peter A. Ridings Memorial Foundation  

Anniversary Club  
United Way of Greater Rochester  

Jewish Communal Fund  
M&T Charitable Foundation  
A. Lindsay and Olive B. O’Connor Foundation, Inc.  

Partner’s Circle  
Marvin & Annette Lee Foundation, Inc.  
The Rodman Foundation  

Associate’s Circle  
Greater Green Bay Community Foundation  
The Tannahadahc Foundation  

Leadership Circle  
Ayco Charitable Foundation  
Herbert S. & Eleanor L. Howard Charitable Fund  
Witherell Fund  

Blue & Gold Club  
The Community Foundation of Herkimer & Oneida Counties  
Peter A. Ridings Memorial Foundation  

Anniversary Club  
United Way of Greater Rochester
FRIENDS

Founder’s Circle
Hamet Christakos
Harvart K. Dosanjh
Jim & Conkie Seeler
James H. St. Clair+

President’s Circle
Kathleen E. Rice
Marlene F. Blumin
Kenneth Gale
Linda A. Withersill+

Partner’s Circle
John Christakos
Melanie deLima

Associate’s Circle
Michael & Lisa Harden Bircxey
Paul C. Brooks
Robert L. & Jean Hood
The Langan Family
Wayne H. Mandle
James Z. Metcalfe
Anne & Steve Miller
Mary Pat Olliver
Wendy & Thomas Rodgers
Constance L. Roy
Christopher C. Warren+
Frederick M. & Jean E. Williams

Anniversary Club
Karen A. Bowman
Paul J. Curtin
David & Susanna Harper
L. B. Johnson
Ray J. Johnson
Louis Otis & Anastasia L. Utz
Robert Reedy
Vicky Ryan
Lawrence & Glenda Wetzel

Cox Club
Muriel Alas
Peter J. Alo, Jr.
Janet Ammentrop
Andrew J. Joann Andersen
Brittany Baker
Gal Baker
Marion Barbero
Harry Beauchamp
Richard & Carol Robinson
Russell & Elizabeth Brownback
Todd R. Button
Reginald & Margaret Clemmons
Kenneth Cundy
Donna Digorge
Donald & Anne Doherty
Susan Palmer Everly
Rita Hackins
Gerald & Sonia Hastain
Irv & Donna Habin

Employees

President’s Circle
Margery A. Pinet+
J. Susan Voss

Partner’s Circle
Susan Berger+

Associate’s Circle
Joan S. Brooks
Carol Z. Buckhout
Johanna Buffalo
Robert Croot
Sharon Dettmer
Mark H. Edwards
John Robert Greene
Barbara E. Lindberg
Christine McMorris Mandal ’82
Carol M. Satchwell
President & Mrs. Mark Tierno
Pete Way ’03

Leadership Circle
Brett Carguella
Matthew Clark
Jan A. Keogel ’06
John M. Livermore

Leadership Circle
Audrey Dreier-Morrison
Ruth P. Hancock
Stuart Z. Levin
David A.A. & Nancy Ridings
Helen Stacy
Gail Stafford
Patrick & RoseMarie Walsh

Blue & Gold Club
Anonymous
Janice Stafford Dudley
Frances E. Rosenfeld
Craig Roy
Robert B. Salisbury
Martha Wason

Spirit Club
Michael & Colleen Doigle
Marsha A. Dickson
Chip Hodgkins
Kevin Jones
Wallace J. McDonald
Lillian Ottomanio
Scott Roy
Thomas L. Talbot III

Lastname
Firstname